rior. Effects, such as strobes, provide extra detail or "pop
around the room ," says Lieberman. "I tell [Iighting] operators and club managers, the primary purpose of strobes is
punctuation at the end of a sentence. The strobes should
not be a base for a lighting design. When you want those
high moments, you want to give them a good crack, that's
when you hit the strobe, wh ich, to me, is a very analog , old
school discotheque fixture. Again, it's about balance:'
Ogling the Octacontagon

Although immersive video is impressive and, some
might say, paramount in keeping clientele returning
to clubs with even a modicum of frequency, what puts
Drai 's Nightclub over the top is its custom centerpiece
- a 1JOO-pound, 80-sided (or octacontagonal) disco
ball, composed of 80, 10mm spec ially made LED triangular-shaped video tiles.
The outer shell of this sphere is lined with 120 pieces of
one-foot Color Kinetics Cove LED strip lights. Fittingly, the
80-sided polygon is composed of aseries of interconnected pentagons (or star patterns), slightly recalling the LED
video tile spokes, wh ich surround it.
The eight-foot-in-diameter centerpiece is computer operated and winch-driven and can be moved up and down in
the space over the dance floor. "With a couple of different
cues you can basically hit a button, select a speed, and it will
come down in the speed you've chosen," says Lieberman .
Lieberman confesses that there's no real significance to
the centerpiece having 80 sides, but admits that the geometric shapes found on a common soccer ball were used
as something of a guide. For various reasons, Lieberman
kept the design of the disco ball pretty hush-hush prior to
its unve iling .
"We didn't want to let it out to the field and get away
from us;' says Lieberman . "I wanted something that nobody had seen before. In order to do that, you have to design everything from scratch."
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Crew
Lighting Designer:
Stephen Lieberman/ SJ Lighting
Video Control: V Squared Labs

6ear
Lightfng:
1 grandMA2 Light console

28 Elation Platinum Spot 1SR Pros
30 Elation Platinum Beam SR
Extremes
24 Elation Rayzor Q12s
32 Elation Protron LED Strobes
S6 Elation Cuepix Strip WWs
72 Pinspot LEDs
4 RGB lasers (11 W)
6 Kryogenifex Kryopods
1,144 Philips Color Kinetics iCove
EC Powercores
12 Philips Color Kinetics
Data Enabler Pros
10 SGM G-Spots (pool areal

Video:
2 V Squared Labs Epic Servers
8 DVI outputs
328 Video tiles (7mm)

